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INTRODUCTION

This document is an attempt to prnvide a brief outline of the

present situation with regard to the language used for computer rerieval.

This language is increasingly based on descriptors and thesauri, which

contain the key words for manual, mechanical or electronic data retrieval.

This is a difficult problem since, on the one hand, the languages

must consist of vocabularies of many sciences and disciplines and, on

the other hand, the systems must be placed at the service of new

interdisciplinary sciences and of missions which depend eel both the

classical and the new sciences. Clnsely interrelated la:Leh this is

the problem of terminology standardjzation, which is so important all

over the world and particularly in the Spanish-speaking reginn, where

the differences between countries have in many cases resulted in national

or regional vocabelaries that cannot easily be cn-erdinated.

After a review of this general problem, the document deals with

techniques of preparing standardized lists of descriptors, considering

them separately from thesauri which represent a higher and more complex

level of elaboration which is not always required.

Consideration is then given to the classification and construction

of descriptors and thesauri, and it is also recommended that this vital

aspect of data retrieval should be standardized.

Lastly, an mtline of snme eystems of descript rs and thesauri

used in the international field is presented, ending with an explanation

of the project which as a subsystem is being implemented by CLADES.

The present document should be considered not only as an

information document, bat also as a working decument especially

designed tn help the participants in the Meeting or. Modern Documentation

Techniques to decide what standardization principles should be applicable

to descriptors and thesauri in the Spanish-speaking region.



THE INTERRELATIONSHIP OF KNOWLEDGE

1. Iridividanrdiciinwciences
le Scientific knowledge, by the middle of the nineteenth century, was
divided a,ato disciplines - physics, chemistry, biology, sociology, etc. -..

which covered well-established conceptual areas and related to clearly

defined natural systems, such as the atom, the molecule, living organisms

or the various human activities. There were few points of contact between

the disciplines; each scientific system operated in fairly strict isolation

from other systems and hae its awn communication and information system.
2. With the appearance of interdisciplinary sciences, such as cybernetics
and physiochemistry, and of a wide range of sacio-ecoeemic activities,

other intermediate disciplines began to be discovered and led to synthesis
sciences. The world of specialization broke down in the nineteenth century
and, while its validity is not denied, was reorganized very flexibly in
line with generalized integration-oriented ideas.

3. Thus, information generated for a specific purpose in one science
is often used for quite different purposes in other disciplines. The
documentalist is therefore faced with a difficult problem of classification:
he sometimes does not know according to what fandamental scheme he ought to
label a segment of knowledge so as to make it available to ail who need it,
yet avoid redundant identitring, abstracting and announcing.

2. 1/12p4aines amLniapions

4. The increasing importance of interdisciplinary rields has gone hand
in hand with the extraordinary growth or missiOn,-oriented science. For
example, the exploration of space falls into almost all the traditional

disciplinary'fields. .Space.engineers or scientists who have carried out
missions for the National Aeronautids and Space Adminietration (NASA) are
also rocket chemists, guidance physicists, weightlessness physiolegists and
other specialists in widely'different fields. 'The inforbiation they need
shoed be collected:in a MissiOn-oriented information sYstemi since,wha'tthe

iphysiologist learns
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physiologist learns about weightlessness affe2ta the engineer's de ipg of

a space capsule, and is also useful to the basic physiologist interested

tn the kinesthetic sensory system. As indicated in the Weinberg report,

dften uthe information oricinating in the discipline-oriented system must

a.124o find its way into the mission-oriented system".1(

5. This mission-discipline duality is also evident in the economic and

sociaA field. Balanced or integrated development, pollution control,

on,ean exploration and farming, or assitmnce inmitigating the effects of

natural disasters, and, in general, the activities of international agencies

entail complex missions involving knowledge of a wide range of disciplines

integrated in many different ways.

6. The solution is not easy, since information must be collected by

specialties or disciplines, i.e., conceptual and semantic units, while it

must be integrated and processed with the maximum flexibility by missions

of growing complexity.

7. Perhaps t, ?. best solution would be to create conceptual information

modules based on the disciplines represented in semantic fields; they could

be used as standardized and consolidated units to make up the complex

sYstems of the missions.
2/8. in this area, general systems research - could be usefully applied

to the social sciences.

See, under the head of discipline-mission duality, Alven Weinberg,
UScience, government and information", The_Growth of:Knowledge:
Resdim.m.22EganiggIlsm_snd _Retrieval of InforMation,
ed. Mar.cfred Kocheno New York, JehnWiley-and Sopa, 1967, pages 42444.

See Ludwig von BertalauTfyi creral._ 5rstem Theory (New York,
G. Braziileri 1968); George J. lair, Alivordsch to_Generel:=Syeteme
Theory (New York, Van -Nostrand Reinhold, 1969)1 and the sbries -entitled
gsligmal_azistern, published by the:SocietY for General
Systems Research.

/R. THE



THE PROBLEM OF TERMIVOLOGY STANDAMIZATION

9- The recent sweeping changes in information storage and retrieval,

and particularly in the cre,etion of new methodological tools, such as lists

of descriptors and thesauri, adapted to mechanical and electronic information
processing, have raised serious problems in regard to terminology differences

and incompatibility between systems, lot only in the sphere of national

organizations, both public and private, but also at the level of international

agencies. The lack of guidelines for the selection and use of vocabularies

has given rise to a multitude of isolated information systems; some attempts

have been made to remedy this situation in recent years through the
publication and general acceptance of commonly observed principles for

the establishment of thesauri»

10. In the United States, for example, the Committee on Scientific and
Technical Information (COSATI) of the Federal Council for Science and
Technology prepared guidelines al summarizing the experience of important

United States agencies, which have served as a tool for standardizing the

structure of thesauri in that country.

11. Recently, UtESCO published more compa-ehensive guidelines for the
establishment and development of monolingual scientific and technical

thesauri for information retrieval, which were reviewed and discussed by
persons of recognized competence in the field and were also examined at

the International Conference on the General Principlee of Thesaurus Building,
which took place at Warsaw in March 1970,W
12. Moreover, the International Organization for Standardizition (ISO)
has set up a Technical Committee, known as ISO/TC 37, Terminology (principles
and co-ordination), with the missiOrl of finding out and formulating general
principles on terminology and terminological lexicography. The recommendations
of this Techneecal Committee deal with vocabularies of terminology, procedures

CCOATI, Guidel a for e iev o.nt of Information l;Letrieval
Thesayr17first edition hington, D.C., September 1967.y URTESCO, Guide nes for the grtaalunerxt laj2eveloproent of Mon. neualScientific and Techni_e_a_lawa for llmsAk_lon. document
3ETW2l337-P=Is, 6 July 1970.

r preparing
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for preparing national or international standardized vocabularies,

principles and criteria of value for the standardization of concepts,

terms and their definitions, and layout of monolingual and multilingual

vocabularies, including lexicographical symbols.

13. Concurrently, UNESCO and the International Council of Scientific

Unions (ICSU) are jointly exploring the possibility of establishing a

world science information system(UNISIST), and the feasibility study
/initiated in January 1967 has recently been published.-6

14. Recommendation 4 of group I on tools of systems intercorulunication

deals with subject specification in scientific information Aystems which

unot only epistemological and practical problems relating to the

classification of science during a period of vigorous growth and dramatic

change, but also problems relating to the standardization of scientific

terminology as among countries and as among the multiple fields of science

for the applied purpose of devaoping controlled vocabularies or thesauri

for the information systems, and of progressing towards the automatic

indexing of documentsn.2(

15. Clearly, the feasibility of any world information system - scientific

scientific-technological or socio-economic - depends primarily on whether

or not its components are compatible; it is equally clear that its components

cannot be compatible unless common standards are adopted, which are widely

accepted and app/ied, and which should include, first and foremost, those

relating to the compilation and use of lists of descriptors and thesauri.

V The ISO r-elommendations of terminological interest include: VOcabularv
of_terminolomr (ISO/R 1087), Guide for tbe _preparation of clar_katigg
vocabularies (MYR 919), VeMing Princinles
USG/R704)cation of concepts and t rms astorR 860,
La2104_gt_mml±illEwluas2AuudilsLyoc bula _e ISO R 1149 Layout_ of
mo:_jaam_-g_a4_gm3-a_t..vobulaes in course of preparation),
Lt_g_p_21.9_22_seldcoralal(draft ISO recommendation 1951), and Symbas
Lqi--2-1=11Wint'es axbL#2,,kth2E_ttAsa (I50/11 639).
UNISIST,, éoor t on the feasibilit stud, on a world science nformation
system bv th Un ted Nat
Organization
UNESCO, 1971
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16. in Latin America, and in Spanish- and Portuguese-speaking countries

in general, such compatibility is favoured by the existence of the two

broad language areas and their relative backwardness in adopting modern indexing
and bibliographical data retrieval techniques. The lack of structure is, at

the moment, a certain advantage which can be fully exploited by establishing

common principles and technologies that must greatly facilitate the regional

exchange of information and relations with other language areas.

17. In this document on descriptors, thesauri and their use, the UNESCO

standards have been adapted to the Spanish, account being taken of the work

performed on the subject by distinguished Latin American research specialists;

since it represents a synthesis, reorganization and adaptation of the available

material, however, no indication is given of the source of the information in
each item.

18. It is hoped that the perusal of these norms and their practical appraisal

by Spanish-speaking research specialists will lead to constructive criticism as

a basis for improving them in the future and converting them into a widely
applied tool in this language area.

19. With a view to achieving regional co-ordination in this field, the best

course would be to send information to CLADES (saLA, Casilla 179-D, Santiago,

Chile) about any plan to establish lists of descriptors or thesauri or any

studies published on these subjects, and about any experience that is acquired,

for dissemination and subsequent collective appraisal.

LISTS OP DESCRIPT S

20. The creation and verification of a list of descriptors constitute ,the

first stage in the preparation of a thesaurus. Frowa practical pointof view,
,

it is adVisable to'test the lists Of descriptors fOr sufficient time to ensure

their validity in relation to the proPosed objectives. Frequently, when-there is

a limited amount of documentation, it will be sufficient to establieh an adequate
list of descriptors without it being necessary to undertake the-much more

arduous task of preparing a theeaUrue.

/1. Definitions

ii



1. Definitions

21. The descri21421:2 may be defined as terms formed by one or more key words

which summarize or denote a concept, with which a systematized vocabulary is

built up that is used for indexing or retrieval of documents or information in

general, within a given system of information.

22. Descriptors are suPPlemented by identifiers or indicators which give more

depth to the index& Identifiers are terms which define temporal, spatial or

modal circumstances, such as periods of time, geographical locations names of

institutions, lists of produ ts, etc. They should be put on separate lists

and codified when necessary.

3. The United Kingdom eiassification Group defines the list of descriptors as

a controlled thtss
indexing.

8/

24. Descriptors may be simple and em_mm_md. Simple descriptors are made up

of a single world, and compound descriptors of two ol more words which always

express a unitary concept. An attempt must be made to syntbetise the concepts

in the least possible number of words and to avoid prepositions and articles.

25. When the descriptors are prepared for computerized retrieval, the maximum

number of characters they should possess including blank spaces should be

determined in advance.

26. ggmdidate_422gEL2t2r2 are those words which are selected initially to

evaluate their use as descriptors.

27. Lists of descriptors mgy be Alneyalized or ccAmonl when they cover the

principal domains of learning, or specialized if they refer to a given' domain

or areas marginal to that domain.

2. Selection of deseriPtors

28. To help choose adequate descriptors, an evaluation must be made of the

frequency.of use and the degree of understanding of the descriptors by the.user,

giving preference to concrete over abstract terms and avoiding esoteric or

outmoded terms.2/

29. There is some discussion as to whether the value of the,deseriptors shotid

or should not be in direct relation to their repetition in the literature, since

Definition approved by the United Kingdom Classification GrouP at'its
Meeting Ng. 173 of 20 'hay 1970.(Internatiobal federation for Documentation
(FID), News BuIletin0 vol. 200 No. 9, 15 September 19700 Tha Segue.)

2/ .W. Metcalfe,
literature, New York: The

- ; I I '91 9

arecrow
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some authors consider that the words which best define a special field are

those that appear most frequently, excluding generic terms and non-significant

terms, while others consider that the value of the meaning of a word fluctuates

in inverse proportion to the frequency of its use. Both these positions are

too extreme. Although statistical analysis is very important to determine the

retrieval value of a term, it is also true that SOMe terms that are not in

common use have a very high value for the user, and their retrieval is necessary.

1013. geneeframework of selection "'`.4

The crit ria of selection will vary according to:

(a) the proposed structure of the list or thesaurus (gystematic,

conceptual or alphabetical listing, graphic display of relationships,

facets, etc.);

(b) the purpose for which they are used (manual, mechanical or electronic

compilation of information, cross-indexes, etc.);

(c) the background. to the project (gradual build-up to the completion of

electronic processing; introduction of a new domain,for instance,

interdisciplinary areas for which there were no previous

classification schemes; existence of well defined groups of users

and subject epeeialists; extensive literature, etc.).

31. The selection of descriptors must be carried out on an experimental

not a theoretical basis, that is, by considering what terme are being used

concretely in the programmee or week being carried out, the fundamental terms

that appear repeatedly in the literature, aassification schemes, lists of

interdisciplinary terms, glossaries of the field in question, etc

32. Relative frequency of use and exactitude of meaning are two complementary

elewents for the selection of descriptors. When beth eeiteria are combined,

the most usefUl descriptors are obtained.

As has been mentioned, these guidelines for the censtruction of lists
of descriptors and thesauri follow as closely as possible the guidelines
given in UNESCO, Guidelines... oleicit2 pages 5 pt see.

/4. Methodology



4. motrs22.12gy_2f selection

33. There are four dietinct steps in the selection of candidate descriptors:

collection, verification, evaluation and final choice-

(a) Collection-

Potential users and subject specialists should first be consulted, the

former in order to define the scope of users' interests and the latter to

define the scope of the literature that is to be analysed (work programmes,

technical works, specialized magazines, existing classification schemes, and

any other source related to the proposed objective). The collection should

be set out provisionally in alphabetical lists and semantic fields. The first

facilitate the search for and verification of the existence or nonexistence

of candidate deecrintors, while thought associations that result from their

organization into groups give rise to many candidate descriptors that may be

very valuable for information retrieval.

GO Verification

Once the preliminary collection has been completed, the authenticity

the selected cantidate descriptors should be verified. rPo that end, there

must be verification of the opinion of subject specialists, current usage in

the literature, and the relevant dictionaries, indexes and standardized

vocabularies.

(3) EValuation

In evaluating the utility of candidate descriptoree reference should

be made to their frequency as encountered in the bibliography and the literature

on which the list is based; effectiveness in connoting and denoting the

particular concept; anticipated frequency in requests for retrieval;

relationship to descriptors already accepted; and appropriateness and

eeeheyleieiey act etiri,Pnt tarminnlnav in thtm dinrip14 rnecL None of

these factors should be considered independently and particular attention

should be paid to areas of peripheral interest, although in those areas the

preciseness and specificity required of the descriptors are not the same as

for the core subject.



(c1) Final sel n

In all cases, descriptors should be selected in the last analysis, 321

the basis of their estimated effectiveness for retrieval purposes and their

significance in the material to be indexed

5. Form or descriptars

34. Word fors Once it has been decided to include a given term in the

list of thesaurus, the former the word must be made to reflect adequatelr

the exact meaning intended.

(a) Spelling.. The most widely accepted spelling of tho werd should

be used. Where more than one spelling of a word ie accepted (e.g. Spanish

esico_logia and sicologfa) both forma should be included in the thesaurus,

using cross-references. Alternatively, the Diccionario de la Real Academia

peahola or weli-established technical dictionaries can be chosen to act

as arbitrator.

(le) Translation. When foreign language terms and their translation

coexist, they should all be included in the thesaurus and cross-referenced

preferentially. (Ebt:ample, Spanish commutador, comeutadora, ordenador.)

(a) Transliteration. When a reference language is written in a different

alphabet, the transliteration standards recommended by the International

Organization for Standardization should be used. It is preferable to use a

transliteration system which does not employ diacritical marks.

35. Noun form. The descriptor should be a substantive or a substantive

form modified by adjectives when necessary.

36. Number "'a general, the plural form should be used for Spanish

descriptors, when generic terms are involved. The eLngular form is used for

specific material or property terms, process term, proper names and

disciplinary areas. When the singular and plural forms denote different

concepts, both should be entered.

37. Abbreviations and acronyms

Abbreviated word forms and acronyms should be used only when their

meaning is internationally established. Both abbreviated and unabbreviated

forms Should be displayed and cross-referenced. Sometimes the necessity far

limiting the lemgth of the descriptor entails the use of less well established

abbreviations in which case a scope note should be appended.

/38. Character
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3e. Character set Sincc the majority of thesauri now being established

will be used in connaxion with electronic computers, it is advisable to use

only the uppPr case format. Diacritical marks should be avoided for the same

reason. The need for these restrictions -will probably disappear in the near

future, as progress is made in computer technology. The use of a computer

may entail the limiting of the number of characters that a descriptor may have.

In FAO, for instance, the number is reduced to twenty-eight, and in OECD to

thirty-five.

39. Special characters and numerals. The only special characters allowed

in descriptors are parentheses and unavoidable hyphens. Fullstops may

acmetimes be used. Any other non-alphanumeric symbols should be confinf;d to

scope notes, always within the limits of machine character availability.

If the descriptors contain numeric elements, arabic numerals shola'd be used,

and their position should follow normal usage.

6. Methods of entering descriptors in the lists

40, Syntax. Compound expressions consisting of two or more words should

not be inverted, e.g.: "political economy", not economy, political".

If inverted expressions are used, there should be a cross-reference from the

fbrbidden term to the preferred term.

41. Punctuation. Punctuation marks do not usually appear In the descriptors,

except parentheses, with the meaning indicated above. Where punctuation

marks are omitted, however it ia advisable to include them in the scope

notes. Nyphens can be easily omitted in Spanish, .e,0j; "econ6micosocial"

Instead of "econamicod-eocialP.

42 P!c)4hecI and specific terms

(a) Specialized vocabularies

Whenever an international nomenclature or well-established

standardized technical vocabularies exist, they should be used as descriptors
or identifiers,

(b) Specific names

It is recommended that the names of unrelated specific entities

be avoided; they could be included in a suppleMentary list of Identifiers.

/(c) Specific



6u) SpecifIc items

Descriptors representing generic, functional or structural concepts

oan be co-ordinated to denote specific items, and related by cross-references.

43. Alphabetization. a_Lphabetization rules should be clearly drawn up

before any kind of ordering is attempted. The method of alphabetization depends

on the size and structure of the domains covered by the list, the availability

of machine processing, the existing programmes, etc.

The following alphabetization methods nay be followed:

(1) Letter by letter (ignoring all spaces betwyen words);

(b) Word by word (considering each complete word in turn);

6u) Computer sort (depends on the computer configuration and programmes

used

4411 pynonyms and_quasi-s-aonyms. In general, no language' has any true

synonyms, but when one term must be searched every tiMe-that anether is

searched, they should be treated as synonyms. Descriptors that overlap

significantly or represent different aspects of the same property may be

considered quasi-synonyms. Antonyms should be similarly treated. When

synonyms, quasi-synonyms or antonyms are included, croge-references shonld

be used.

7. Methods of avoiding ambiguitY

45. In compiling lists of descriptors difficulties are encountered with

. terms which have more than one accepted meaning or whose meaning in a given

context is different to that comnon'; encountered. In such cases the required

meaning may be brought out by the use of the following methods.

46 Compound expressions. The use of modifying expressloms to mske elear the

exact meaning associated with a given term is sometimes necessary, and in

these cases the descriptors will consist of two or more words. D=mples:

npublic economy", nper capita-output

47. QualmmLnEjloalaul, Homonyms may be distinguished by the use of

quplifying expressions placed between parenthesee Immediately after the term

Parentheses should be used only for this purpose. Ekample! beams.

(electromagnetic), beams (structural). Parentheses should not be used for

gYnonyms. This method and the previous method are, in primcinles mutually

exclusive and should not be used together in'the same list.

/4e. Scone
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48. Scope notes

A scope note is a brief explanation which accompanies a given descriptor

in the list or in the thesaurus to indicate the scope of the term, but does

not form part of t)]e descriptor. It indicates the way in which the descriptor

should be used and need not be a dictionary definition. Scope notes are used

mainly for the two following purposes:

(a) To give the descriptor a given value or meaning:

Ekample:

Youth---
Note: "Person aged 14 to 25 years"

(0) To establish the usage of a descriptor when it has se eral

meanings:

Mc:ample:

Documentatien

Note: "The process of storing and retrieving Inførmation in

all fields of learning".

Documentation

Note: "The volume of documents assembled or available"

Documentation

Note: "The title of a family of oublications".

Scope notes should always be u ed in connexion with abbreviations and

acronyms.

8 Presentation of information

49. As a rule, the information contained in the descriptors is placed

after the bibliographic description of the document.

50. Isolated descrintors. Isolated descriptors are often placed inmediately

after the bibliographic description.

9. 2/2e_Bingiagla

51. A study in depth of each document leads to the preparation of a synopsis

which reflects the content of the document ond complements the bibliographical

information. The synopsis mgy be either integrated or not integrated with

the descriptors.
/52, A
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52. A synopsis which is not integrated is merely an abstract of the content

of the document analysed, which serves as a guide for the human search and

excludes any documents which are not relevant. In this case, the descriptors

ar,, separate from the abstract

93. A synopsis which is integrated also contains words that are not

retrievable; its text reads smoothly, it is more comprehensible and its

presentatim is more elegant.

94. Asynopsis which is not i- )grated with the descriptors entails the

double work of drafting the absi,ract and obtaining the descriptors and takes

up more space in the computer's memory, although it may be useftl in giving

a fuller explanation of the content of a document which is retrievable with

only a few descriptors.

99. On the other hand, a synopsis which is integrated with the descriptors,

means a bigger over-all economy, both in the analyst's efforts and the

computer's time; this also means a saving in time for the user, since the

sympsis he must read 1411 generally be shorter.

56. CLADES is trying out the type of synopsis that is integrated with the

descriptors, using upper-case letters only, since there are no computer

printing machines in Chile capable of producing lists in upper- and lower-case

letters. The descriptors appear between slashes so that they are

distinguishable for the computer, although they could be eliminated by proper

programming.

57. The three following examples of synops s include a sample of the

synopsis which GLADES proposes to use.

9e. The ILO MIS system.11/

29068 1967 12783-
MALDONADO VA.
PARIS. UNIVERSITE4 INSTITUT DES HAUTES ETUDES DEL'AMERIQUEIATINE
LE 'MARCHE =HUN LATINO-ANERICAIN - ASPECTS DE L'INTEGRATION
ECONOHIQUE EN AMERIQUE LATIN&
PARIS, 1967, XIV, 293 P. TABLES. (ITS - TRAVAUX ET MEMOIRES, NO.
19).

11/ Computer listing of the ILO Service of ,Bibliographic Informat' no

AitnEsIsgu
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/THESIS/ON PROBLEM OF AND /CBSTACLE/5 TO /1930NOMIC
INTEGRATION/ IN /LATIN ANERICA/ INCLUDES A SECTION CN /EEC/
EXPERIENCE, AND COVERS /ECONONIC DEVELOPMENT/ IN / LAFTA/
COUNTRIES, /TRADE!, /INDUSTRIAL-STRUCTURE'S, THE /BALAIICE OF
PAYMENT/Sp /FOREIGN INVESTNENT/, !ECONONIC POLICY, /INDUSTRIAL
POLICY!, /TRADE AGREEMENT/S, /NATIONAL PLANNING!, /MONETART
POLICY/0 /FISCAL POLICY!, /CREDIT/ FACILITIES, ETC*
/BIBLIOGRAPHY/ PP, 287 TO 289, /INF/ AND /UN/ MENTIONED, AND
/STATISTIC/S.

FREN

59. Th NASA STAR system12/

N66-10552*# General Dynami /Astronautics,
San Diego, Calif.

WATER MANAGMENT SUBSYSTEM SPECIFICATION
FOR SPACE FLIGHTS OF EXTENDED TLME PERIODS.
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR SPACE FLIGHTS OF
EXTENDED TIME PERIODS

J.A, Steele 30 Nov. 1965 31 p refs Revised
(Contract NAs1-2934)

(NASA-CR,,67600: GD/4,64-26211 Rev.A)
CFSTI: MC $2.00/MF$0.50 CSCL 06K

The water management subsystem
specifications are presented for the
equipment required in at operational
water management program as an integral
part of the life support system for
space flight. The requirements of the
subsystem components are sumnarized and
the operational procedures for normal
and emergency situations are outlined.
Both the prototype and the flight systems
are discussed. E.E.B

The Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR) stem of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration summarizes the doeumentatic
on the exploration and study of space and on aeronautics and astronautics
'published all over the world. It contains some 12,000 descriptors
covering thirty-four subjects or fields, such as, aerodynames,
aircraft, auxiliary systems, bio-sciences, biotechnology, chemistry,
cov-munications, computers, etc. The subjects have been clasiffied in
accordance not with a scientific criterion, but with the practical
interests of research specialists and technical experts using the
system. The STAR consist of bibliographies and two-monthly information
synopses, with indexes, and a cumulative six-monthly and annual index.
(See J. Lasso de la Vega, Hanual de Documontaci6n, Editorial Labor,
Barcelona, 1969, page 210 ). /60 The

20
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The CLAD=7, (experimental)

First page of the document in preparation).

DIREOTORIOS EXIST1WTES EN LA BT_BLIOTECA DE REFERENCIA DEL GLADES

(First semester 1971)

1968

ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE D13 ETUDES ET RECHERCv SUR L'INFORMATION.
REFERTOME EUROPFEN DES ORGANISMES DE RECHERCHE . DES CHERCHEURS
DANS LE DOMAINE DE L'INFORMATION. REPERTOIRE EUROPEUT DES OUVRAGES
PUBLIES DEPUIS 1966 ET DES RECHERCHES EN GOURS GONCERNANT
L'INFORMATION,
LAUSANNE, 1968. 113 P.

/*DIRECTORTO/DE /INSTITUTOS/ DE / INVESTIGACION/ Y DE /*PERSONAL
INVDSTIGADOR/ SOBRE /TECNICA DE INFORMACION/ EN/EUROPA/
/BIBLIOGRAFIA/ SOBRE INFORMACION DESDE 1966-

FRAN.

1968

AVICENNE
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SERMICES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, 1960-1964.
PARIS, UNESCO, 1968. 228 P. (UNESCO BIBLIOGRAPHICAL HANDBOOKS, 11)
/DIRECTORIO/ DB SERVICIOS DE /BIBLICGRAFIA/ DE 83 PAISES, CUBRE
1960-1964 /INDICE GENERAL/ INDICE GEOGRAFIC0/*LISTA DE PERSONAS/
I DE /*INSTITUOIONES/

ING

1970

CAMARA DE COEF2CIO DE BOGOTA. DEPARTAMENTO DE COORDINACION Y
DESARROLLO.
,OEGANI5aC6 ECONOMICCS COIONBIANOS Y SUS SIGLAS
BCCOTA, 1970. 161 P.
/*DIREGTORIO DE /INSTITUCIONES/,DE /ECONOMIA/ EN /COLOMBIA/ INDICE
GENERLISTA DE SIGLAS/ INDICE CELGRAFICO/

ESP

61. Preparation of 1iste Once the descrigbors have been selected and

elaborated, they should be ordered logically by semantic fields or facets

and the general alphabetical index should be finally prepared. Lists of

qualifiers and supplementary codes of acronyms'and other elements conclude

this important stage and convert the lists of descriptors into a valuable

tool-for indexing and information retrieval.

2/ Descriptors pre eded by an asterisk (*) are used by CIADES. Those
without an scterisk will be found in the Aligned Descriptor List of
OECD, ed. 1969.

/10. Data
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10. Data collection and retrieval

62. Descriptors together with bibliographical description, censtitu e

the units of data retrieval, and accoraingly the recall ratio, or the

relationship between the information required and that obtained within

a givea system depends on the selection and structure of these units.

This ratio is not normally equal to one since, however perfect tile system,

there will be documents that do not appear in the retrieval, although

they are relevani, to the search, while others that are inadequate will

appear°

63. The great diversity of methods put forward for the organization

of thesauri and lists is aimed at making that ratio as cle7e as possible

to one, to obtain as far as Possible only those documents that the

investigator requires.

If the descriptor or combination of descriptors utilized is of a

very broad generic group, the reply to the search will give a greate

nmmber of parasitic documents (or "noise" in terms of the information

theory) which do not answer the question. On the other hand, if thc

generic group is too restricted, documents of interest will be exCluded

It will be difficult to achieve the equilibrium needed to obtain the

required information and to reduce the number of documents Containing

parasitic infcrmation; this will depend to a large extent on the design

and permanent checking of the system.

64. The des.riptors make it possible to reduce the scope of the search

by defining it in terms of the required exactitude through the Boolean

combination bf terus, as the following diagram shows:

/The letters
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The letters denoting each of the three circles A, B and C represent

descriptors, while the shaded area represents the information required.

The other areas represent parasitic information in relation to the

information required.

65. If it is wished, for instance, to search for the information that

exists on the "impact of / technological change / on economic development/

in Mexico"/ on the basis of the descriptors A ("technological change")

B ("economic developmert" ) and C ("Mexico"), the system will search the

whole bibliography that contains apy of those descriptors - or aey others

that may be established - and will give as a result only those documents

that contain all the descriptors in question.

66. The user must formulate his request for information in concrete

terms, and he should express his interests clearly and describe ao precisely

ae possible the characteristics of the problem, the bibliographical

bachzround and any other limiting factor. As a rule, this request may

be presented in non-technical language.

67. The documentalist, in turn, will have to translate that request

into descriptors and will have to present the logical formula or

formulas to permit their automatic retrieval,

n. Preparation alls21

68. If it has been decided initially to carry out electronic processing

and retrievals programming should be initiated at the same time as a

start is made on collecting candidate descriptors. The preparation of a

computer system is, of course, a complex and relatively expensive process'

especially in the indexing phase, although it only requires the work

of programmers with a certain amount of experience in the field, simoe a

variety of nodtles and programmes are available toconstruet many systems

of very diverse capacity.

69. languages. Any general languages that is not of a strictly

mathematical nature can be used for programming, such as the Cobol or

Assembler languages, or a mixture of both, or sach as the PL-ls which is

being more widely used of lab's and has been adopted by the United Nations

MIS system. There are also other more specialized languages, such as

IMP, the advantages and drawbacks of which cannot be discussed here.

/70. Programmes.
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70. Programmes. CLADES has already begun preparing modules and bas

programmes for elaboration into a practical system, of the greatest possible

simplicity and with various levels of complexity, which it hopes to

develop in a relatively short time and which it will make available to

interested governments and official organizations, as a form of technical

assistance. (See the chapter entitled "The CIADIEST system of descri orsl.

12. Systems used for electronic data retrieval

71. Many models are used. Within the United Nations family alone,

each organization uses a different configuration; these are described in

the Henderson report, which covers nearly all the specialized agencies

which carry out electronic processing of a considerable amount of data.

At the present time, considerable efforts are being made to standardize

United Nations systems for the electronic retrieval of data, to which

end a standardizing agency, the InterOr anization Board for Information

qyts aeod Activities_ I0B), has been set up in Geneva.

13. Modification of lists

72. As practice has shown, the lists of descriptors have to be revised

periodically so that new elements that arise may be incorporated and

outmoded terms may be eliminated.

(a) Periodical verification

The validity of the descriptors must be verified from time to tine,

both for indexing and retrieval purposes. When a search does not uncover

the volume of informationthat iS required or does not cover the volume

that is considered to exist in the data base, a critical examination of

the descriptors used in comparison with those that should hay.3 been

used should be carried out.

(b) Elimination of desert tors

The elimination of descriptors may be either by default or due to

excessive coverage.

22/ A.M. Henderson, Electronic data rocessi in the United Nations
fantzations, Ottawa, Auditor General of Canada, 1970,
two volumes.

/(i) Elimination



(i) EUirtionby default. Descriptors that are 4y seldom used

must be eliminated or replaced by a more common term, provided that the

nonusage is not merely due to the lack of documents dealing with the

concept in question. In general, the use of a preferential term to indicate

the substitution is more practical than complete elimination.

(ii) Elindnation due to excessive coverage. If the same descriptor

is used to describe many items, its specificity is lost because its

application is too general, and the possibility of breaking down the

concept into two or more descriptors should be studied.

The search strategy that is employed for retrieval determines to a

certain extent the procedure that must be followed when a descriptor is

used too little or too much. If it is the least specific descriptor that

is being sought, it may ultimately )e retained.

73. New descriptors. Indexers and users must continuously investigate

the possibility o2 using new descriptors that represent new concepts or

different facets of old concepts. It is recommended that indexers should

first test the proposed descriptors for a certain length of time, before

including them definitely in the list or thesaurus.

74. The date of inclusion must be mentioned, and indexers should not

use them before that date.

75. Nhen a new descriptor is added, its consequent interre1attore3nip3

with the other descriptors must be identified and introduced where

appropriate.

76. New descriptors must be included in the list or thesaurus by groups,

either as additions or when a new edition is published, which does not

exclude their use by indexers.

77. There must be a central authority to examine and decide as to the

acceptability of all suggestions for the use of new descriptors.

78. It must be borne in mind that a thesaurus never reaches a final

shape, since both its form and size are functions of time.

TIESAURI



THESAURI:

1. Definitions

79. Definitions of thesauri al1 agree that they consist of a defined and

controlled set or interrelated terns that are used for the retrieval of

information within a given range.

80. A standard definition would describe the thesaurus as a controlled

terminological list of conceptually associated terns for USB in data

A/retrieval systems in connexion with post-co-ordinated indexing.I

Similarly, the thesaurus has been defined as a structured lexicon designed

for the selective indexing and retrieval of information.lf/

81, UNESCO defines the thesaurus as "a controlled and dynamic vocabulary

of semantically and generically.related terms which comprehensively covers

a specific domain of knowledge"14/

82. The thesaurus can also be defined in general term:1 as a di tionary

of words of a natural language classified by semantic alfinities in

accordance with certain criteeia, i.e., a dictionery of eoncepte. ifl
the sts.iot sense as applied to document automaticn, the thesaurus ie a

dictionary. of absolute or conditional equivalences between the worda or

expressions of a natural language and the descripors of a doeemental

langueile.lat

83. Profes r Silva deecribes the technology of descriptors as the set

of operations whether simple or complex, manual, mechanized or automatic -

into which the modern process of providing and receiving informaticea

throuph descr ors can be broken down; he considers that the term

"desc46.e.Lor refers above all to the autonatic_or electronic treatment

of information, that the term "keyword" relates to the use of meehanical

14/ Definition of the United Kingdom Classification Research Group
adeptee at its 171pd.), mee'ei ''on 20 July lefu.

1e5/ Iel3e Peeerto Bsrboea de Oliveira. Theeauri Sua renelame!tr,
(1elo de Janef_ro, Inetitute de Documenee4ao" iecaidaeao GttJo Vargas,
1970).

1 UNESCO, Guidelines, op.cit" p.2.

R.C. Cross J.C. Gardin and F. Levy, Llautometisation des recherches
deeume7tairen: Un modèlee 4nerali_lpeqalt2l, 2nd., revised and
enlarged edon Paris, (authier Villars, 1968).

means and



moans and that the techniques of co-ordinated term and subject headings

correspond to the stage of technical evolution that is mainly manuel,

although he does recognize that descriptor thesauri are also subject
18/

tosenti-meChanized or totally mechanized use,

2. General remarks

As Sharp points outAla thesaurus can be used for one of two quite

opposite purposes, either to broaden a request by allowing the looking

up of terms related to the original request, or -more legitimately, in

his view - to restrict the request by subsuming the terms suggested by

the user under a given set of terms which are ehen exclusively used in

the matching stage - a process which is carried out by the person

responsible for the matching who looks up the terns assigned by the

indexer or retriever in a pro-prepared thesaurus.

85. One of the greatest virtues of the thesaurus is its ability to

assinilate immediately the neologisms and special terms that abound in

the ever-growing field of basic and applied research. Every advani,age

should be taken of this quality, in combination with the use of explana ory

notes and cross-references. Particular care should be taken with terms

whose connotations have altered with time or whose sense varies from one

country to another. Whcn terms relating to various semantic fields are

included, the aPPropriate cross-references are called for.

86. From a practical point of view, a thesaurus is not a set of strict

norms but a guide for the processing and retrieVal of information material,

which means that the nature of the material processed and the interests '

of the users should have priority over any abstract or rigid norm.

Benedicto Silva, Curso_de_IntrodusAo a Tecnologia des Descritores:
Origem e Evolugäo des Descritores (Rio de Janeiro, Instituto de
Documentacão, Fundacio Getulio Vargas, 1970), PP. 14 and 30.

1.2/ J.R. Sharp, Sone FUndamentals of Information Retrieval (1965) as

quoted in J.P. Henley, Com 'ter-Based Library and Information
Systems (London, MacDonald, 1970 ), P. 33.

Thus,_
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87 Thus, unlike class' ication systems, thesauri do not necessarily

have to employ categories; they do, on the other hand, have to be as

flexible as possible so as to satisfy thn changing requirements of the

users and the rapid development of a comntly evolving science and

technology.

88. Consequeatly, a thesaurus should not be an objective of a documentation

centre but mer -J,y a working instrument to be employed when the field or

speciality is not yet properly covered by appropriate controlled

vocabularies or when the volume or utilization or the information so

dem an ds.-I2/

89. It should not be forgotten that thesauri are expensive to build up

from both the technical and the financial standpoint and that they demand

much more attention, time and effort than might be thought at first

sight

3. Methodology and order

90. The structering of a thesaurust lexicon should be carried out in

the following stages:

(a) Re-compilation of the technical terminology;

(b) Reduction of the universe to be structured to a minimum

vocabulary hy means of synonyms or any other form of semantic derivation;

(c) Creation of a compiling granmar for defining all the terms

in the lexicon or for setting them out logically on the basis of the

terms of the minimum vocabu1ary:211

91. In the view of Professor Garela de Miranda, there are three kinds

of order for terms or descriptors, in increasing degree of flexibility

and complexity:

(a) The lineal order, in which the elements of documentation are

set out in sequence in accordance with ix criterion which is independent

of their,semantic situation -.alphabetical order, number of words, or any

other criterion;

XI &lima P. de V. Courrege,.0 The urus (Rio de Janeiro, Instituto de

Documentaeäo, Pundaeao Getullo Vargas, 1970), P. 13.

21/ Luis Roberto Barboza de Oliveira, Thesauri,' op.cit., P. 70

/(b) The
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(b) The two-dimensional ramified order, which consists of categori

or sub-categories, classic examples of which are the classifications of

Dewey and of Otlet and Lafontaine (also knwon as branched order);

(c) The multidimensional reticulated order, which takes into account

both the hierarchy of the elements of a (ramified) repertory and the

associations between these elements this is above all the order employed

in thesauri, while the lineal order is used in simple lists of descriptors

and the ramified order for hierarchical classifications.

In the opinion of the same author, it is a speeific characterist
e /

of a thesaurus to be a dictionary of terne and ideas '

4. Relaticrisbeweidescricrs

92. The most important function of thesauri is to serve as a tool for

information retrieval, bringing into evidence the interrelationships

between individual descriptors, together with the synonyms that enable

them to be arrived at on the basis of natural language0 These

interrelationships are demonstrated by simple references, among forbidden

terms and descriptors, or through cross references, which always have the

property of reciprocity, as the relationship between one descriptor and

another, and vice versa, should in all cases be indexed.

93. These interrelationships are of three tyFes: preferential, hierarchical

and affinitive.

(a) Preferential relationshi

This reference is used to refer from a forbidden term, that is a

non-descriptor, to a descriptor, and is used in the following cases:

(i) Real or attributed coincidence between two or more terms

(synonyms or quasi-eynonyms)'

(i1) Selection of one descriptor as representative of a group of

descriptors (which may include antonyms);

(iii) Where different spellings of the same word exist (for Instance,

Spanish sicologla and _lcologia).

sor Antonio Garcia de Miranda, Asnectos semantioosdo
thesaurus (Rio. de Janeiro, Instituto de DecumentaelopeFUndagAo.

_ _

Getulio Vargas, 1970).

/these references
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These references have the cod . use.

Examples:plane, use aeroplane; (Spanish) sicolog a use psicologia.

The inverse reference is: used for

(b ) Hierarchical relationahl2

Hierarchical relationships are used to exhibit relative degreea of

pecificity within a category of descriptors all of which belong to a

particular generic group. This relationship is not based on the use or

application of a concept or term, but on the position of the descriptor

within a given class of concepts. Certain terms may be members of more

than one hierarchical class. Where any hielarchy has more than two levels

the cross rDferences for all levels should be completed for each descriptor.

In general, all concepts which are sub-divisions of a broader concept

should form part of a hierarchical chain.

It should be borne in mind that when the vocabulary is very varied
23/

and complex - as is the case with information on current events --- and

when the terms are not univocal - as is the case in the economic and

social fields - it is not always possible to determine the hierarchical

relationships. This does not normally happen in the more limited and

precise fields of technology and the natural sciences, and so hierarchical

relationships in economics and sociology should be indicated only when

they are very obvious.

These relationships must always be expressed as cross-references,

in the following forms:

Broader term (BT);

Narrower term (NT).

(c) Affinitive or collateral relationship

The affinitive relationship is employed to refer from one descriptor

to others that are closely related to it in concept but are not consistently

related either hierarchically or preferentially.

This relationship is expressed by the code: related te (RT)

Example: education, RT learning, and learning RT education.

See the New York Times, Thesaurus of descriptors, second edition,
vol. 1 (New York, the New York Times Co., 1969).

urt. Is
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It is advisable to use this type of reference when there is some

doubt as to the hierarchical level or when it is considered that both

terms are on the same hierarchical level.

Another even simpler system of non-hierarchical cross references

consists of the following: See and See also. They are used in the

following way:

Reference See.

This is used in all preferential references from forbidden terms

or non-descriptors, to descriptors. In other words, it leads from a term

that is not used as an entry in the gystem to an equivalent that is used

as an entry.

Reference See also.

This leeds from a descriptor that is used as an entry in the system

to one or more other descriptors which are also entered, under which

information relating to the first descriptor is included.

In generals these references lead from one descriptor to another

on the same hierarchical plane, referring to different aspects of the

same theme or to different peripheral themes (ROADS, see also traffic).

They may also lead from broader terms to narrower terms (HOUSING, see

also real estate) or vice versa.

5. Presentation of thesaurus

94. A thesaurus should be more than just a list of descriptors, and

should be composed of the following parts:

95. Systerwtical The descriptors are grouped in general

classes or categories, within which relationships - hierarchical, logical

or of any other kind - are established between the terms.

96. Alphabetical listing. This is combined with the firat and can be

expanded by permuted alphabetical lists (such as KWIT, KWIC and KWOC).

The alphabetical listing has the advantage that it can be consulted

directly to discover the presence or absence of the term, and at the

same tine the introduction and correct positioning of new descriptors

is easy.

The
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97. The combination of these two methods facilitates the search

for a given term in the alphabetical listing, while the systematical

listing makes it possible te establish associations of terms and

to broaden the search in peripheral or related areal.

980 arapVe_gilalm, using co-ordinates or arrows. Here, too.,

the descripbnrs are organized in semantic groups and are

interrelated by various means. For instance, each descriptor is

placed within a system nf co-ordinates and associative relationships

are shown by bi-direetional arrows, hierarchical relationshipe by

uni-directional arrows pointed to the more specific descriptor.

Preferential relationships may be indieated by brackets and

arrows pointed to the term that should be used. These rolationships

Day-be represented two-davensionally, assigning two dimensions to

each aspect and cothining them multi-dimensionally.

99. The the%aurus is supplemented by lists of synonyms or

ejlasi-synonyma, and codes for couhbries, institutions, magazines,_ c.,

which facilitate the work of manual, mechanical or electronic

retrieval.

6. Et..enera nd eecialdtbqJ
100. The proliferation of lists of descriptors and .11 saurl

designed to meet an organization's temporary or particular needs

could lead to a chaotic situation which might prevent or impede

access to valuable eources of informations. The large number of

coimplax classification systems, which sometimes reflect a great

deal of phantasy and little practical sense or have nab been

sufficiently put to the test of experience, constitute perhaps

the mast serious danger for intercommunication of the

specialized thesauri which are being prepared in many different

places without reciprocal co-ordination or knoviledge. It ls

/therefore of
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therefore of the utmost urgency to standardize the controlled

vocabularies froin the standpoint of both uniformity of terminology

and the methods used in elaborating them.

101. It is increasimay necessary to have a general thesaurus

or macro-thesaurus which will operate as the common rule for

speclelAzed thesauri and micro-thesauri and will reflect, in

the form of subgroupo, the most important and widely used

ooncepts of the various ecnnomic social and technological

sciences and activities

1024 This is not an easy task, of course. The experience

obtained through different versiobs of the OECD Common List nf

Descriptors (see E.8, The OECD macro-thesaurus) shows that the

work must be performed An an internatinnal and interdisciplinary

basis by highly-well_fied experts, such as those who have been

engaged in the task.

1:Z.3. Little would be gained, hnwever, if the specialized

thesauri were not co-nrdinated with the general thesaurus.,

in ordei to obtain an integrated system that mill permit access

to.the different specialties.from a central point, it being

of the utmost importance that as many eeonomic and soola1

development organizations as possible take part in elaborating

this instrument, so that 411 the semantic fields will be (14y

represented in their broadest expression.

/E. CLASSIFICATION
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E. nLASSIFICATION

104. One of the most widely discussed questions is what system of

classification should be used to organize retrieval and information tools,

such as ltsts of deecriptors and thesauri. Some of the eystems proposed

are examined briefly below.

1. The classic thesaurus

105. The original purpose of the thesaurus was to arrange terme by semantic

or conceptual fields, as in Rogetls classic thesaurus, in order to facilitate

the seerch for synonyms and related concepts. The essential aim was to

broaden the association between concepts, facilitate the search for peripheral

terns around a central theme, and to pass from one conceptual field to other

related areas. These conceptual associatiors may be purely logical

establishing a relationship between the components of a group, a part

and the whole, the genus and the species, the aspects of a process, the

components of a machine, etc. or metaphorical and symbolic. Today, the

thesaurus is a complex system used especially for electronic Information

retrieval.

2. Subject headings

106. The standardized lists of subject headings are used only for the

general classification of documents or superficial indexing, as cpposed to

the more thorough analysis of content made in the lists of descriptors and

specialized thesauri. It is considered that a standardized list of general

subject headings may be useful when trying to locate and transfer large

blocks of information, rather than specific documents or data 2/

3. Ensyclopaedic classifications

107. The UNISIST Working Group on documentation research requirements

examined the various encyclopaedic classifications which compete for world

recognition as accepted rules for classification by subjects, e.g., Deweyts

Decimal Classification, the Library of Coegrese List of Subject Headingse

Study Report on thejneatile_eLtuApay_failliorld Science Information

,SYstenl,

/the Uhiversal



the Universal Dccimal Classification, etc. After weighing their ad:vantages

and shortcomings, it concluded that no clear answer could be given to the

more controversial question of the lack of total or local adaptation to the

content and structure of the UDC divisions, and considered that additional

studies and experiments were required to measure the potential value of UDC

in its present condition of single world list of special subject headings

for general classifications or superficial document indexing.

108. The experiments carried out to demonstrate that encyclopaedic

classifications may also be used as description languages for thorough

inds_xing and mechanized retrieval do not prove that they are desirable,

since there are sound arguments for preserving the distinction between

classifications by means of rigid boxing, on the one hand, and completely

flexible descriptor languag s on the other.
2

4. Universal Decimal Classification

109. The use of the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) in the arrangement

of thesauri has ardent supporters, such as Lasso de la Vega, who considers

that UDC has become an excellent system for the elaboration of aNy topic,
26

subject or item,- and equally ardent detractors, such as Barbosa de Oliveira,

who believes that when searching for a specific eubject, retrieval by means

of UDC is almost like guesswork, if not acteally impossible, both because the

name given to the subjects searched must be exactly the same as those given

to their eubjects by the authors of UDC, and because the whole question of

the setting or environment of each specific item is arbitrary and artificial,

since the system constitutes a semialeatory group of sciences and technologies

whose genealogical tree is divided into a succession of rigid categories

each comprising ten units. He therefore believes that the possibilities

of retrieving information by means of UDC will rapidly be disappearing a

specialization in the different subjects increases.

25.1 Ibid.

J. LaSSO de la Vega, Planusel de documentacidn, op. cit., p. 197.

Z./ Luis Roberto Barboza de Oliveira, Thesauri Sua Fundamenta,
Documentation Institute, Getulio Vargas Foundation, Rio de Janeiro, 1970,
PP. 5-6.

/1_10. Clearly
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110. Clearly, ir a classlfication such as UDC, which. 1_ of very:sgenexal

application, were adopted on an international scale, there would be sone

advantages as regards conpatibility of the systems, but it is true that

at the present stage it is doubtfill whether it would be wise to use a

system which, in practice, is seen to lack the necessary flexibility

and is of highly comPlex and specialized application.

5- 9."--1172

112. This classification covers a wide range of systems from that which

draws a sharp distinction between classification bv categories or facets

and thesauri, to an attempt to integrate the two systems. Likewise,

proposals have ranged from a system of five single categories to considering

apy group of descriptors as a facet, whereby this concept takes on maximum

relativity and flexibility.

112, The first colon or faceted classification based on the Aristotelian

2,01concept of categories which was tried out and elaborated by Ranganathan

more than twenty years ago as applicable to libraries, but not to documentation

in depth, covers the categories of personality (whose significance has not

been defined), matter, energy, space and time.

113. This classification has been the object of various critic ems,

including that of Eric de Gro1ier,22/ who considers it useles3 to comoare

the theory on which it is based with its practical application since, if the

former is seen to be very ambitious and to have a philosophical and even

highly dogmatic bias, the latter appears to be singularly empirical and at

the same time extremely arbitrary.

gill S.R.Ranganathan, Classification and Connunication, Delhi, 1951 ;

Thilosophy Copenhagen, 1951; and other
studies.

ai See Eric de Grolier, idoriTtue des classifications
documentaires, Paris, 1956; Leprogrs et l'avenir du layigage
classificatiqlb The Hague, 1956; and Etude sur les cat gories darales
10:149812PEls aux classifications documentaires, Paris, 1962.

/114. Eric



114. Eric de Grolier divides the categories into constants (tine, space

and action ) and variables (substance analyti A organ, synthetic organs

property., formula and organization)

115. Vickery suggests an even more complex combination which he synbolizes

as follows: substance, product, organism (P); part, organ, structure (0);

component (C); property and measurement 000; object of action, raw

materials (R); action, operation, method, behaviour (E); agent, space and

time (ST),

116. The Classification Research Group, established in London in 1952,

has worked intensively on this system, improving some of its aspects.

117. The limited number of facets is useful where fairly rigid systems

must be applied, as in technological classifications or the system of the

Rig way Research Board of the United States, which is concerned with a

means of transport with highly stable elements,

118. However, the complexity, diversity and rigidity of these systems

makes them unsuitable for use on an international or regional scale,

since at this level standardization and at the same tine flexibility

are increasingly important requirements.

6. Faceted thesauri

119. Classification by facets differs from the thesaurus in one significant

respect: while facet classification unites fundamental concepts of different

groups so that, for example, an operation and its associated agents are

generally shown together and share common elements of notation, in the

thesaurus things are separated from acts, etc., so that the classifier

is free to combine those different concepts in accordance with the formula

he chooses.

120. There have, howevers'been several attempts to combine both these ideas

of conceptual organization in order to make up a sine_e structure by meane

of faceted thesauri, which relate a facet classification with a combined

alphabetical index to a hierarchically organized thesaurus, so that it

would amount to the same thing to consider the thesaurus as a classification

index or the facet classification as a rearrangement of the thesaurus.

22/ Derek Austin, a critical review of R.D.C. Vernon and Valerie Lang,
"The London classification of business studies", Journal of Documentations
vol. 27, No. ls London, Nhrch 1971, 13.) 57.

/6.1 The



6.1 The Leyden thesaurus

121. From 1966, professor van de Merwe began developing the so-called

Leyden system which is a documentation system for sociological research

methods and techniques.

The system, which is still in the development stage and is being

prepared for comrJuterized retrieval, has the following main categories:

(a) Geneml methodology

(b) Rese_rch methodology. Designing the research

(c) Types of research

(d) Selection of research units

(e) Data collection

(f) Data processing

(g) Statistics. Univariate and bivariate analysis

(h) Scaling. Miativariate dimension analysis

(1) Analysis. Causal analyeis

(j) Reliability and vSlidity

(k) Organitlation of research

(1) Research and researcher in society

Each of these categories is broken down into numerous facets which permit

a great variety of terminological combinations, imparting great flexibility

to the system.

This system is deall, with in the following publications: C. van de Nerwe
Documentation on Methods and TechniqH2E_OL/esksolespel Research: A
new classification_scheme as a'basis for a selected card file Leyden,
Auguet 196617aiedgraphed, 38 pages, C. van de Merwe, Documentation
for Sociological_Research Methods and Techniques: A_Progress Report:
introducin _a: facetrou d theSaurue of descri-tors blottei:damp 1970)
34 pages. C. van de Nerwe, and A.M. de Jong-van der Pool,
Documentation_rfalciamical Research Methods and_22011199.13s;
Thesaurus: facet_ TOU of desert _ors and unauthorized terms,
Fart One categories Rotterdam, 1970 vend C. van de Merwe and
A.M. de Jong.van der Pbel, Dtcumentation for Sociol ical Research
Methods and Techni ues: Al abet ical Lis -s and
unauthorized terms, Fart One categories Po-F o terdaml 1970

/6.2 The
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6.2 The Th saurofacet

123. The English Electric "Thesaurofacetr is an interesting new departure.

It was originally planned as the fourth edition of the "Faceted Classification

2g/for Engineering", but during its compilation jt evolved into a species

of -...rieval language very different from its predscessor, containing a

faceted classification integrated with a thesaurus. The hnglish Electric

Company was forced to redraft the thesaurus, which had faller, out of date

partly because of advances in the rapidly developing fields of electronics

and computer engineering, and partly became the Company's interests had

expanded to cover a large number of fields in science and technology.

124. The Thesaurofacet contains approximately 16,000 index: terms with

individual code symbols and 7,000 entry points covering synonymous forms

of index terms.

125. In order to unite the thesaurus with the facet schedules, the terms

appear once in the thesaurus and onee in the schedules, and are linked by

the notation or class number. At each location different information is

given about the term; thus, the two parts of the system are complementary

and are incomplete if consulted apart.

126. The third edition of the English Electric Faceted Classification

divided the subject-field of engineering into fundamental facets of

personality, matter, anergy and space, but the operation of the system

showed that, in practiee, the imposition of an arbitrary and subjective

framework on a wide subject area brings many disadvantages.

127. First, there was no place in the scheme for the traditional-breakdown

of engineering into, for instance, mechanical, electrical or civil engineering',

since the constituent parts of those disciplines were scattered through the

primary facets. Seeondly, some subject-fields, such as "management" or

"mathematics" may have multiple "atribute" and "entity" facets - but they

See J. Binns and D. Ba ley, A faceted classification for engineering.
(English Electric Company Ltd., Whetstone, Leics. ), third edition,
pages 95-115.

22/ Jean Aitchison, "The Thesaurofacet", in Journal of Documentation,
vol. 6, Ao. 32 Pages 187, 188, 195 and 196 (September 1970).

/are fixed
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are fixed under one attribute facet,"op"-ations", in the scheme. Thirdly,

some concepts could be classified as either one facet or another depending

on the point of view.

128. When the main class structure of the Thesaurofacet was being considered

it was decided to return to the grouping of subjects under traditional

disciplines and to use facet techniques only within those disciplines,

retaining the distinction between sciences and technology.

129. The multidisciplinary affinities of concepts are displayed principally

through the thesaurus and the cross references, which show that a concept

has more than one place in the field of knowledge. Given the complexity

of the system, the Thesaurofacet abounds in errors, "many of which came to

light after the volume was in the printerfs hands and correction impossible

without incurring heavy expense... Funds for the project were sufficient

only for a small team of compilers urin7 the twenty-month period of

compilation",24/

6.3 The English classification of business studies

130. The London classification of business studies - which contains

about 2,300 termo - shares some points of resemblance with the Thesaurofacet

although it lacks that essential interdependence between the schedules and

the Index Concepts in the field of business studies are organized so that

associations between them are displayed on the page through indentation

and by a system of expressive and hierarchical notation. Although a

preferred citation order is indicated, this is not mandatory, and other

fermulae could also be used in the building of compound subjects.

131. The classification is organized under three main heads:

(a) Management responsibility in tha enterprise, which includes

uch factors as finance, personnel, office services production and

marketing;

(b) Environmental studies, covering economics, law, communications, etc

(c) Analytical techniques, including operations research, statistics,

automation and workstudy.

2.4.01 Ibid., p. 202.

a/ See-R.D.C. Vernon and Valerie Lang, The_Iondon Olaesification:Of
Business Studies Graduate School of Business Studies) London, 19700

A.4 The

40
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6.4 The_ISIS thesaurus

132. A brilliant and very recent solution to this problem is the ISIS

system developed by the ILO, which considers each set of Boolean operands

within parentheses as a facet, i.e. a group of terms or descriptors

united by "or" in a search request. Each group may be Handfled with other

groups or elements. In this way, the facet concept which is now endowed

with maximum flexibility, since the facets are created at will, in accordance

with the aserts needs is united with the Boolean comi3uterized retrieval

technology, reeulting en a powerful integration.

133. An example of this concept is provided by the following formula:

(A*B*C) (DE) F # G

where the sign * denotes the nor" operation, the sign 4. the "and" operation

and the sign # the excluding "not" operation.

The elements ABC constitute the first facet for the search, the

elements DE the second facet and so on.

It should be borne in mind that the and" and "not" operations serve

to reduce the number of matches, while the number is increased by the or"

operation. Thus, the facets operate to expand the search until the result

desired by the user is reachedA/

7. IW,ernational standardization of classification

134. The growing Interdependence of scientific and technological knowledge

and economic and social phenomena calls for the adoption of standardized

terminologies and uniform systems for classification and transfer between

the fields of learning and the most important languages.

135. AB the Jackson report recognizes, "Fundemental to the development

of any information system is effective categorization or classification

of the data" and it is also essential that the classification should

be .defined and applied uniformly, either in the United Nations system as

indicated in the report, or in any et.her global system.

ISIS, A General Descxiition of
Control, International Labour Office, Geneva, 1971, page 19.

22/ A Study of the Capacit of the United Nations Develo nent me
(United Nations publication, Saees No.: DP/5 volII chapter diet,
paragraph 44.

A. -adh to Com terized Biblio -aa i-

/136. However
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136. However, "it would not be imperative to have absolute uniformity

below the country-sector and major-type -etivity, particularly if computers

are available to translate from one classification scheme to another.

Nevertheless, it will be absolutely essential, if different classification

schemes continue to prevail, to make certain that they are compatible down

to the level suggested and that translations of detailed data below that

can readily be made. Further, it will be desirable to work toward

consistent formatting of the uniformly classified data in order to provide

a firm base for evolution toward a completely integrated, fully automated

system to serve all components of the UN system.

137. The Heederson report is in total agreement with the Jackeon report

in its repeated insistence on the need to establish compatible and common or

collective inforeietion systems. "In our report continuous emphasis is

Igaefd on t122_EEgant need for interor anizational co-operation and co-ordination

in dna processing_information mInts. (Author's underlinitig.9.

138,, The report also considers that compatibility of equipment is not a

serloes problem, as long as high-level computer languages are used, while

incompatibility of systems has a much more serious Impact on effective

and efficient use of total resources, siaee lack of uniformity in format

and content of data files hampers the easy exchange or consolidation of

information.2/

139. Differences in the scope of the information stored have led to vast

differences in computer programmes; consequently, incompatibility between

seeLems has arisen and a disproportionately large investment has ensued in

the development of document information storage and retrieval systems. If

efforts had been pooled, "It Is reasonable to expect that at the very least,

a core system could have been developed to serve all, that compatibility of

systems between organizations would have been assured, and that for the same

Investment or less, a more advanced system of document information storage

and retrieval would be available today")

8

2§/ Ibid, chapter six, paragraph 46.

21( Electroniet.2_Er2E2sEisg, op. cit., page 1-8

Of Ibid., page 11-6

611 Electronic datayrocessing, Op* cit., pages V-3 and Ve4

/140. Freiherr
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140. Freiherr von Ledebur states that fthe precorditions which Henderson

lists for an information system serving a variety of user groups are

(a) unification of title entries, (b) unification of category contents,

(c) standardization of terms, and (d) unification of evaluation methodsp.L"a/

8. The OECD Nacrothesaurus

141. The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)

has been working since 1966 42/ on the preparation of a common list of

descriptors for economic and social development, with the co-operation

of the International Labeer Office, the International Committee for Social

Scienecs Documentation, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the

United Nations, the German Foundation for the Developing Countriee and

other organizations The work has thus been a co-operative effort by a

group of international organf.zations.

142. Fourteen international or national organizations have taken part in

the tests of the descriptors? and initially some 2,500 documents were

analysed in different centres,, The computer analyses nade it possible

to determine the frequency of use of the descriptors, the proportion of

new terms to old ones, the kinds of associations made between uniterms

to form compeund terms, and the pertinence of the answers in the light of

the number of documents which had been recorded and the search strategy

employed. The results of all this research were incorporated in the new

edition of the Aligned List of Descriptors in 1969.*

143. The 1969 edition consists of five volumes, the first of which contains

the structured list, in which descriptors are arranged, accorcUng to their

significance, in primary groups or semantic fields. This volume has to

be used to obtain an over-all view of the descriptors availeble in a

particular field. If it is not used, there is a risk that very general

descriptors w 11 be used instead of specific descriptors that are nore

appropriate to the topic dealt with.

43./ Freiherr von Ledebur, Build-up and Organization of a National
Information_Network; paperepresented at the third FID/CLA Congress,
TArA, September 1971, mimeographed, page 10.

A2/ 0ECD, A1j4 Descri-tor list for Economic and Social.,DeveloPment
(Paris, 19

OECDs Aligned List of Descriptors (Paris, 1969) 5 volumes*
/144. The
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114. The structured list is arranged in the following ten major semantic

fields:

I Documentation - Research - Methodology

II Chemistry - Physics - Earth Sciences

III Biology - Food - Pathology

IV Agriculture

V Industry

VI Tabour

VII Ecounelcs

VIII Culture - Society

IX Administration - Politics

X Hi2tory

145. The alphabetical lists, which are different for each of the three

languages (English, French and German) refer to the page and line of the

structured list which contains the descriptors. If the analyst consults

these lists only ane not the structured list, he runs the rizk of limiting

his vocabulary and using ambignons eescriptors,with the result that informa ion

Is lost and the computer will come up with the wrong documents. Since the

Aligned List is multilingual it is possible to process in one language

documents written in several languages, thus ensuring that the synopsis mill

be consistent with the original text as regards terminology.

146. Lastly, the yolume of annexes contains the list of descriptors for .

countries and institutions and should be used as supplementary information.

147. The mamma, in which the descriptors are shown between slahes, are

prepared in ordinary language, using connecting words that are not retrievable,

which makes for a clear and concise text. This method has the following

advantages with regard to indexing by keywords:

(a) The gynopsis produces a legible text;

(b) The keywords are clarified by the fact that they are related in

a sentence;

(c) The total is different in nature from the sum of the descriptors

that mould result from indexing;

EXperience
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EXperience shows that synopses generate more descriptors than

actual indexing;

Synopses highlight the significance, while indexing gives priority

to words.

148. At the Meeting of the Group of EXperts Aligned List of Descriptors,

which vas held in Geneva in December 1970 it was decided to revise the

1969 edition drastically on the basis of a computer analysis of the data

collected by OECD, in order to determine the content of the common thesaurus

or macrothesaurus in accordance with the following rules:

(a) To keep izt tie macrothesaurus all descriptors proposed by at least

three organizations and to add those proposed by four or more;

(b) To establish a maximum of 35 characters for each descriptor,

eliminate abbreviations (exeept CON? and FUB), use the singular

unless the plural ha$ a different meaning, and avoid hyphens

between words;

To establish a single numerical country code (United Nations,

standardized code) with generic descriptors, such as, J"rica,

South America, etc.);

To establish a revised list of descriptors for economic and

social development institutions;

To continue using the classification in broad semantic fields

to reorganize it, identifying each of the groups by means of

a numerical code; to relate this classifi,-atien to that established

by the United Nations Consultative Committee on Admdmistrative

Questions, with a view to associating documental and operational

activities in the developmemt field; and to relate the specialized

lists of descriptors of the participating organizations at a giVen

specific level.

Al/ This meeting was attended by representatives of the following
organizations: UNIDO, UNCTAD, Conference Europeenne des Ministres
des TransportespECLA FAO, Institute Superior de Ciencias Socials e
Politica Ultramarina (Portugal), Agency for International Development,
Deutsche Stiftung fat Ehtwicklungslgnder, the Dag Hammarskjald Library'
at United Nations Headquarters, UNESCO, ILO, World Council of Churches;
UNDP and International Development Research Centre of Ottawa,. MiuViet,
Deputy SecretaryGeneral of the International Committee for the
Documentation of Social Sciences, acted as AdviserRapporteur.

/149. Stress
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149. Stress was laid on the co-operative character of terminology control

and the need to establish an open system in which new descriptors could be

included by those participating in the system.

150. .1n the light of the experts recommendations, the President of the

OECD tevelc,Jment Centre decided that a new edition of the Aligned List of

Descriptors should be prepared, incorporating the experience obtained and

the considerable number of vocabularies elaborated by various organizations

on the basis of the Aligned List of Descriptors, and that radical changes

should be introduced in the content and orientation of the list to reduce

its vocabulary aei orgolize it along stricter lines in order to obtain the

elements of a language which will cover all the essential breaches of

development that are interrelated within the framework of a genuine
b6/

thesEewus.-

151. Figure I shows the possible relationships between the common thesaurus

or macrothesaurus and the gpecialized thesauri of organizations of the United

Nations system and external organizations -

152. The area r:f application of the Aligned List of Descriptors has gradually

spread, generally complementing the specialized lists of descriptors and

thesauri of the various organizations. The Aligned List of Descriptors.is

being used or tried oat by a wide range of institutions such as the ILO, FAO,

UNESCO, UNCTAD, UNIDO IDEJ, AID and IICA,CIDIA of OAS0.and has recently been

accepted for use in the United Nations MIS sub-system. The manner in milich

it has spread has revealed its advantages and disadvantages and provided a

broad experimental base for preparing a macrothesaurus.

153. The OECD macrothesaurus seems to be the best means that could be adopted

at present to arrive at the standard classification system referred to in the

Jackson report and to 9build on and utilize fully the information system

infrastructure now in place, or being developed, throughout the United Nations

See OECD, Information and Transfers of EXperience Division, DevaLopment
Centre, Meeting of the Group of Ekperts Aligped List of DescriPtors,
Main conclusions 7-8 December 1970 ONVAD(70)4 and CO7AD(70)1).

Conceptual desiin of terminology netwnrk distributed at the Meeting
of EXperts by its author, Mr. Giuseppe Martini, Chief, Documentation
Division, Dag HammarskOld Library, United Nations Headquarters..

/Figure I
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sys era, and in key external ijorganization .g., OECD, Deutsche Stiftung

ffir Entwickluneslhnder)

154. The language area is Also expanding rapidly. In addition to the original

version in French, English ard German, the Spanish version prepared by GLADES

has already been completed and the translation into Portuguese and Arabic

is under way.

UNITED NATIONS INFORMATION SYSTUIS

155. In addition to r-adquarters practically all the specialized agencies

have, or are planning to have, information systems in which lists of descriptors

or key words are used,

156 According to the Henderson report, the systems used by the

Dag Hammarskgad Library at Headquarters, FAO, the ILO and IAEA are the most

advanced and have the following similarities: they all store bibliographic

information, use descriptors or key words, produce indexes, are largely

Incompatible with the other systems with respect to computer input and have

been very costly to develop

157. It is essential to obtain a good knowledge of these information systems

and an interrelationship with them in order to bnild up an integrated

information system in Latin America. It is also necessary to have Spanish

and Portuguese versions of their vocabularies and lists of descriptors, for

-which there are still no equivalent terms in these languages. Some of these

systems, are described briefly below.

10 United 'Nations Headquarters.

1.1 The UNDEX_system

158. The Dag Hammarskjiad Library has a system for storing the texts of

comprehensive summaries and extracts frem its documents, which produces

various indexes, by snbject, country, document, resolution of main organ,

etc., published under the general name of UNDEX.

git Ay_ifLgs_ms_xit-ofthelltt_Ste.itoftirdedetionsDevelomentSystem
, p. 238,

42/ Electronic Data Proce i in the United Nations izations

A59. The



159. The information is mechanically selected, extracted and compiled in

Spanish, French, English and Russian on t1e basis of notes prepared only in

English, which are stored in the computer together with the lists of terms

In four langusses. The terms consist of groups of words in capitals - which

describe the main subject of the document - an,', where necessary, words in

lower-case letters which relate to details of the principal subject, The

complete texts are kept in both their original forms and in microfiche.

1.2 Terminology lists

160. United Nations Hoadauarters has also started to publish computer

terminolosy lists for internal use.

1.3 The Projectilemarts Inform ion Subsystem (PRIS)

161. An experimental subsystem for Special Fund and other technical as lstance

projects called Project Reports Information Subsystem (PRIS) has been

initiated recently. It will consist of computer lists bibliographic,

extracts/country Indexes, subject indexes, etc.) linked to a system for

reproducing projects in microfiche.

162. This system, which uses the techniques developed by the United Nations

Library, contains summaries and principal and additional supplementary

descriptors in addition to bibliographic and control data. The principal

descriptors relate to the subjects dealt with in the repos? t, and the

additional descriptors relate to its content.

2. The ILO Integrated Scientific Information System .(ISIS)

163. The ILO Integrated Scientific Information System is the nost developed

of all those in use by United Nations agencies. Established in 1964 as a

documentation grstem for mechanically processing document analyses, it later

became a computer-operated system, based on discs, which can be consulted from

remote terminals of a cathode ray screen connected 1,c) the computer. The

addition of new records or the correction of existing records is also effected

through the terminal station. The synoptic descriptors of each document are

stored in the same order as they appear in it, between slashes, so that they

can be Identified by the electronic computers.

5.9/ UNDEX, United Nations Documents Index, Series A, Suaeoda....exand
Series Els Country Indexcom 1970 onwards (United Nations, New York).

1164. The



164. The format Weed for the storage of records is a modification of the

Marc 11 (Machine-Readable Cataloguing Project, of the United States Congress

Library); the version adopted as being the most flexible is the Can and

Davies "Newcastl standard".11/

165. ISIS consists of several modules, including document analysis and

bibliographic control, The lystem consist of over 40,000 bibliographic records

in the economic and social development field, each record containing a summary

prepared on the basis of selected descriptors in a controlled vocabulary or

thesaurus. The special type of co-ordinated indexLaLused in this system enables

the user to obtain the records in response to his question through a group

of well-defined subject terms. The material includes a collection of

1,000 development projects frau countries All over the world.

166. One of the advantages of this system is that some of its module

programmes and operations are shared by the systems of bibliographic control,

regular publications loans and evaluation.52/

3. FAO Documentation system

167, The FAO system links key words and descriptors to form indexing sentences

which describe documents. FAO plans to establish a Documentation and

InfoxmILla_EatEity-21_2712102 (Dias), a computerized system designed to enpand

its current system of documentation, which covers reports.and other do uments

published by the oz-ganization, apart from providing bibliographic lists, lists

of authors and 1VII,3 inde:ces. FAO has a thesaurus of more than

8,000 descriptors and key words which, together with other words, are used to

form synopses of the contents of documents, . The system in use consists of

eleven comnuter programmes in Cobol and contains information on more than

24,000 FAO documents.0/

See N.S.N4 Cax and R.S. Davies, "On the communication of machine
processable bibliographic records", Programme, val. 4, N* 3, July 1970.

5_21 For a description of the Integrated Scientific Information System,
see G.K. Thompson et al, ISIS, A_Short Guide fOr Librarians and
Documentalists (LD/Notes/50), International Labour Office, Geneva,
1970; MIS, A Generatscritio
Bibliogranhic_COntrol, on.cit., International Labour Office, Geneva,
1971.

12/ Electronic Data Processing. oPoelto, Page IT-3

50
14. UNESCO
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4. UNESCO_system

168. UNESCO plans to Introduce a computerized documentation service for

indexing and, perhaps, for retrieval) based on the ILO system. The system

will cover about 20,000 Technical Assistance experts' reporti that are not

yet indexed by subject or by key words, in addition to other reports and

official documents. It is estimated that total growth in volume in both

types of documentation will be about 100000 documents a year.

169. UNESCO also

languages.1417

170. The UN1SIST

Scientific Unions

plans to maintain multilingual terminology lists in four

systm of UNESCO and of the International Council of

is aimed, among other things, at establishing a world

register for scientific and technical journal titles and abbreviations and

at co4ducting a pilot study to determine the best method of document

selection and thesaurus display for scientific and technical thesauri.51

5. World Hesatization

171. The WHO has several inf,Drmation systems, such as the lerdl Literature

Ana1A:21s and Retrieval System (ME)LARS), which it shares with the National

Libra:ey of hedicine (United States), the WHO Biomedical Researeh Information

Service (WHOBRIS) and the Progremne Information RetrievalAutem (FIRS).

M72. The EBDIARS system is Ithe most comprehenslYe, ansi contains about

10,000 descriptors which are uued for the retrieval of about two and a half

million references. The system is entirely in English and has not been

adapted to any other language; this raises problems of compatibility with

Spanish INhieh are accentuated by the fact that many names of diseases are

not the same in different parts of the Spanish-speaking worldn

6. International Atomic Ehergy,Agency

173. The IAEA has the International Nuclear Information System (MIS), which

was imitiated in 1970. The INIS involves the storage and retrieval of nuclear

bibliographic data produced by Member States signatory to the Nuclear

211 Electronic Data Processing, pn.eit., pages A-16 and A-17.

See UNISIST, on.cit.0 and Electronic Data Processing, (=telt.,
pages A-18 and A-19,

/Non -prolif4ration Treaty.



Nore-proliferatien Treaty. The IAEA USeS a syetem ef key w rds and bibliographic)

descriptors to identify prepared abstracts. Member States provide data on

magnetic tape, punched paper taPe or typevaltten work sheets. This input is

processed by TAEA to produce indexes and lists.- Microfiehe abstracts are eleo

prepared. The =AZIONI thesaurus will be used as the basis for the IAEA
f/thesaurusf.

7. 1-._L_-at1.32.2...e.sp............tfi____lnrnenunieaontJnion

174. The ITU has several information system, including the Technical Montt-LW

Systeml, which sunmATizes measurement data contained in the docunents that it

receives at the,rate of 1CCO a day fram radio monitoring stations throughout

the world. The UelonTs Inteen.aeional Re -ister of Tele ra-h Offices containsathe names and location of sone 300,4000 telegraph offices.

R. WerIdteorological Organization

175, The WMD has developed a glossary of technical terns and definitions in

Spanish, French, English and Russian, that is specific to hydrological terms,

although expansion of the system is planned to include meteorological terminology

The system has been developed as a computer file, so that glossaries can be

published in alphabetical sequence and cress-referenced using the Universal

Decimal Code. The Wergd Weather Watch_Szstemconprises four subsystems whieb

process Information from land stations, ahips and ebeerving stations.

9. United_Nations Iniustrialjamisslent Qrplanization. UNIDO)

176. UNIDO has organized an industrial Information service which provides

practical assistanee to developing countries In the form of free answer to their

qpestions concernir'e industrial problems. This service uses the resources of

an information system set up by national and International industrial

development organizations, in addition to its own dceumentation centre and

speciaTtzed collections of data.

177. By means of its international collection of industriel directories it

can furnich lists of equipment oupPliers, and advice regarding prices,

qnality, and delivery and payment'terms, and in the formtlation of

Zlestunic_Data_Fropessing, pp.cit., page C-10.

Pleetro4AISALajmggagjag opitaita, pages F-9 and Fea0.

Njoiqtrenis_imegediag, en.atm, pages G-13 et seq.

52
/epecifi a ions and
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specifications and the evaluation of offers. It also possesses collections

of data on Industrial opportunities in developing countries which require

foreign technical know-how and investment,and keeps a register of consultants

specializing in industrial development. UNIDO has a list of descriptors based

on the OECD list.

10. International Bank ±br Reconstructio and Development (IBRD)

178. The Wbrld Bank has no information centre or cento21ized data bank, but

since 1965 it has been setting up a data bank for the compilation of world

statistics tables;the data are being processed and analysed by the computer

centre of IBRD and of the Internatioaal Monetary Fundp The Bank has economic and

social data on 140 countries, including 27 in Latin America. These data

comprise 271 time series on popula, n, labour force, national accounts,

investment, government finances, international finance, production, prices

and balance of payments,

179. The World Bank has fifty computer programmc.s which are used for data

processing and analysis, projections, etc. The programmes are written in

Fortran, Cobol or Algol, and include a series for the establishment of a

data bank of macroeaonomic judicators by country, indicator and year.

180. The following economic and social categories are used in the data

bank7 1. population and area; 2, labour force 3, employment, income and

wages; 4. education; 5. health and demography; 6. urbanization and housing;

7. gross domestic product and national accounts; 8, national income

distribution; 9 general sector analysis; 10. manufacturing; 11. agriculture;

12. energy; 13. investment and savings; 14. government finances;

15. money supply and credit volume; 16. prices and cost of living;

17, production and value added; 18, balance of payments; 19. international

trade of Latin America; 20. Interregional trade; 21. unit volumes and

quantum of trade; 22. international finance and capital flows; 23, external

debt; 24, exc

deflators.

rates and conversion factors; 25 gross domestic product

See UNIDO Industrial Information Service and UNIDO Newsletter.

Personal research and communications..

/110 Inter-American
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11. Inter-American Develo_ment Bank project

181. The Inter.american Development Bank (1DB) plans to establish an

economic and social data system, as far as possible in line with the

United Nations and OECD specifications.

182. To establish this system, it i- preparing a master list of economic

and social categories which will be subdivided into data series organized

on the basis of the above-mentioned classification system. The data

series will be computer processed with a v4-w to obtaining analyzes and

projections from 1950 onwards.

183. IDD is also carrying out a bibliographic project on transport,

by computer, the first results of which have already been obtained.

12 1222-1210aLLEatga

184. UNCTAD and the United Nations EcOnomic Commission for Europe propose
to establish a joint information retrieval system. As mentioned elseWhere

in this document, the two.insiAtutions are studying the application of a

standardized product code.

G0 THE CLADES SYSTEM OF DESCRIPTORS

185. Any regional information system should be closely related to

universal systems, such as those of the United Nations and its specialized

agencies, referred to above, without prejudice to their possible adaptation

to reflect as exactly as possible the situation, problems and needs of

Iatin America, especially as regards economic and social development.

§1/ Personal communications.

/186. In
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186. In order to contribute to this work, CLADES is _tudying the possibility

of adopting a system of economic and social descriptors - for eventual

oonversion into a thesaurus - which would be an effective instrument for

retrieving information in spheres of interest tn ECLA, MFRS and other

regional agencies and, generally speaking, internatienal organizations.,

governments and research workers interested in the development of the

regien.

187. The system ie being drawn up in accordance with the f011owing

methodological guidelines:

leitjectives

11 Ef-P.teicIaZ

188. The system is to be used for the retrieval of the greatest possible

quantity of infornation to satisfy each request; unsuitable information

shculd be discarded as far as possible. In this connexion, the experiences

mentioned in the previous section should be borne in mind.

1.2 Simplicetz_

189. The system of selecting and arranging dcscriptore should be as

simple as possible to allow for the co-operation of as many users as

possible and to facilitate the work of decumentalists.

1.3 Iow cost

190. The gystem of selecting, organizing and processing descriptors

should be of the lowest possible cost, which means that it should be of

raped and easy application, without the need for a large or highly

pecialized staff, and such manual, mechanical and electronic techniques

should be used as provide for maximum economy.

14 CoMEeettiattZ
191. The system should have the greatest possible compatibility with

the systems eready in operation or planned by the United Nations, and

particularly with the Headquarters UNDEX and MIS systems, the ISIS

system of the ILO, the systems of regional organization like the IDB,

and ethers of siedlar potential.

1.5 Standardization"

192. As far as possible, the system should meet internationae1y accepted

ne me, such as those of UNESCO, ISO, etc.

/2. p.sytkorit
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2. Development model

2.1 Trerslatifen of the Aligned List of DectaLazut

193. GLADES haa completed the translation of the OECD Aligned List of

Descripters which already exists in three other languages and provides

a prelimina. ry nucleus of internationally compatible descriptors. This

vocabulary, particularly in the economic and social sections, is one of

the terminological modules nf the system

2,2 User profiles

194. In April 1971, CLd,DES carried out a study of the ECIA Division in

their capacity as user?, of doeumentatien. The basic aim+ was to determine

the interesa of users, to eva=uate in general terms the frequency with

which they had reco-irse to various sources of information, to discover

what documentation was available to them independently of the Central

library and to obtain llets of the main snbject categories to be found

in the Division libraries, as an expression of their specific interests.

195. A series of basic candidate descriptors is bei ng. drawn up from

the repliee of the Divisions and from the analysis of their work

programmesA-21 and their value for documentation retrieval will be

tested in a short while.

196 Figure 2 shews the global distributicn of sources e2 information

and the relative frecreency of their use.. Of course, this macroanalysis

is no more than a prelirinary approximation which will have to be

elaborated in the future.

2.3 United Nhtions material

197. The basic material from which CLADES is selecting des riptors for

ECLA is derived from the very structure of the Commission, its programme

of work and publications, all of which will be supplemented by similar

material fram ILPES and other regional institutions within the United

Nations system.

198. From a structural point of view, ECLA is interested in the following

conceptual spheres or categeries: Pnblic administration, Agriculture,

Technical assistance, Social affairs, Economic development, Industrial_

AR/ See ECIA, Draft Programme of Work and Priorities (E/CN112/875/Rev.1).

/Figur 2
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development, Energy, Statistics, Export of manufaetures, Trade policy,

Natural resourees and Transport, and shares with ILPES an interest in

Planning and Economic prrgramming, all of the above with special

referenee to Latin America.

199. As regards its work programme, =A has permanent interests and

others which fluctuate frcm year to year, according to the interests of

ite research workers. Per instance, conceit.' for the human environment

as a topic of research is very recent,. It calls for a basic vocabulary

of descriptors, on the one hand, and the updating of that vocabularY

to take account of new problems requiring the attention of the Cemmiesien,

m the otheie,

200. The publicationa of ECLA, ILPES and other United Nations agencies

are the most Important enurce of descriptors, since the retrieval of

those documents is fundamental to the work of ECU.

2.4 Government material

201. Such material is another basic source of descriptorsj although

it is predictable that it will not add much to material from the sources

mentioned above, since the interests of ECLA, and of the United Nations

in general, coincide with the interests nf governments#

2.5 Other materieY.

202. Works relating to Latin America in the economic and sncial field

from universities and other inetitutions and from commercial publishing

houses, are another valuable source of material, particularly in those

fields where seientific and technological innovations are produced that

are worthy of being incerporated in the terminological system.

3. Organization

203. The work will be organized and developed by stages alng the

following lines:

3.1 List ef dossAmm,

204. Once the procese of selecting candidate descriptors on the basis

of the above-mentioned naterialee is completed, they will be arranged in

an alphabetic dictionary and in semantic fields which reflect the

users/ interests.

/205. The
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205. The list of descriptors will be supplemmnted by country, institution,

product and other codes which may be necessary in practice.

3.2 International co-roperation
1

206. Consultations are being held with Latin Americanlinetitutiots.and

experts that are experienced in this field and are working with descriptors,

in order to establish the regional validity of the use of the descriptors

collected and to prerare lists of synonyms. IICA-CIDIA has translated

the agricultural terms in the Aligned List of Descriptors into Spanish,

and co-operation is also expected from other sNcialists in various

fields.

3.3 Wzoirlinary modulcs

207. Once the terms have been checked, disciplimry modules, i.e.,

specialized vocabularies of disciplines that are of relevanse for economic

and social development in Latin America, will be established and organized

in such a way that they can be very flexibly integrated at the level of

mAssions. By this modular system it will be p6Issible to deal not only

with the activities under way but also with future m.ssions or projects,

being easily adaptable -.through the inclusion of mr,dules -to cover

new fields, such as the human environment, procedures for dealing with

natural disasters, economic exploitation of the sea, etc.

3.4 aaaraM.on_5.the thesa,urum_r

208. Nhen sufficient exnerience has been gained in the use of the List

of Descriptors and enough cross-references have been established between

their components, the time will have come to organize the thesaurus,

which will also be built up in a flexible modular form. The experience

acquired by that time, not only by CIADEO but also by international

organizations, particularly United Nations Headq%arters, and other

specialized irstitutions, mill determine the final structure of the

thesaurus and its connexion with ,,Lher lists of descriptors and existing

thesauri.

3.5 C°1111121212.t..3
209. CLAMS is planning to establish a library of nodular crImputer

programmes, whiah will be at the service of interested governments and

institutions.

/210. A
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210. A start has already been made on preparing the modules, a first

programme being available for the preparation of a dictionary of

descriptors and their retrieval, and a second programme for the preparation

and retrieval of bibliograpnie lists, which are operational and are at

present being used on an experimental basis, These programmes are very

similar to the programmes used in the ILO and OECD systems and PRIS;

they haore been established in PL-o language so as to make them as

consistent as possible with PRIS; In which this language is used.

However, it would not be a difficult matter to establish versione in

other languaaes, such as COBOL and ASSEMBLER, in order to facilitate

the work of the ins'oitutions usdng the programmes,

3.6 Codes-

211. As regards coding systems, use is made, in principle, of the code

of countries members of the United Nations, although it is not considered

practical because of the three-digit representation of countries in

English alrhabetical order, instead of having series for the different

continents or geographical groups; for example, 100 for Europe, 200 for

Latin America, etc. Secondly, the digits are used as prefixes in that

code, which makes It necessary to use five digits in all; this could be

avoided if the two additional digits, and others whieh may be added as

suffixes, were used after the country code,

212. Onee this problon. Is discussed, the United Nations may well adopt

a new approach to country coding, which would also be adopted by CLADES.

213. ECE is establishing a gode for primary products, on the basis of

the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature (BTN) and the uses of the Customs

Co-operation Council, which will probably have eight digits.

214. Wherever necessary, other codes will be used, as in the case of

the internationally standardized currency and Vehicle licence plate

Codes.

215. EEC and UNCTAD plan to convert the alphabetical licence plate codes

into numerical codes for use in computers, and also for other uses such

as the identification of containers.01 CIADES will use those codes and,

once they are internationally approved, will pr6mote their use in

Latin America,

63/ Personal information.furnished by Mt. Gtista E. Ross, UNCTAD
interregional adviser on trade documentation, June 1971.
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